CONTEXTUALIZATION 4 (Set 1)

Analysis: History - Locke

ABSTRACT/SUMMARY:
Framing is generally strong and the greater argument is framed. However, the paper cannot score a five because of the framing is not particularly clear and all introduction to evidence is not precise.

CRITERION 1: FRAMING
Background information is accurate and specific, but not always clear. For example, consider:
“This essay was written in response to Thomas Hobbes’s essay called *The Leviathan* in order to convince society that a government with limits was needed instead of a disorderly state of nature.”

It’s unclear whether the author means that Hobbes believes that society should be disorderly, or that Locke argued against Hobbes and they both were arguing for a government rather than the state of nature. However, overall the introductory paragraph provides solid framing for the central argument.

CRITERION 2: CONTEXT
The author makes a concentrated effort to contextualize evidence, although sometimes it is slightly formulaic. For example, every second sentence of each body paragraph provides a sentence to contextualize. One reads:
“According [sic] Locke, men do unite into a commonwealth just for peace like Hobbes believes.” It is usually clear and sufficient, but not always precise or completely clear (as evidenced by the previous sentence, which has awkward phrasing).

The author sometimes previews or hints at interpretation in context, although sometimes he “previews” a bit too much:
Locke’s opinion is that if the government is not doing its job, the people can change it. Locke writes, “they forfeit the power the people had put in their hands for quite the contrary ends and it develops to the people, who have a right to resume their original liberty, and by the establishment of a new legislative (such as they think fit)” (Locke Sec.222). Thus, if the legislative abuses its power or does not preserve the people’s property, the government must give up their power, and give it to the people so they can change it.

The first sentence of this selection gives away the interpretation “the people can change [government]” before presenting the evidence. While this method isn’t necessarily a bad practice, in this execution it feels slightly flat and redundant. However, to have no contextualization at all would make the paper much more confusing; the writer deserves credit for fairly strong contextualization, even though it is not always “precise and clear.”

Suggested rewrite (although different versions are possible):
Locke suggests that if the government fails to do its job, “[it] forfeit[s] the power the people...”
Essay: History - Locke

Prompt: The most prominent social contract theorists include Thomas Hobbes and John Locke. This paper asks you to examine Locke’s musings on the social contract track the logic of his argument. Locke draws certain conclusions about the structure and purpose of government; this deduction is based on his analysis and assumptions of human nature as well as the state of nature. Your task is to develop a thesis that speaks to the logical development of Locke’s ideas. Your response should consider his formulation of the following:

- Human nature
- The state of nature
- The purpose and structure of good government

Locke’s View on Humanity

During the time of the Enlightenment, John Locke, an English philosopher, wrote *The Second Treatise of Government*. This essay was written in response to Thomas Hobbes’s essay called *The Leviathan* in order to convince society that a government with limits was needed instead of a disorderly state of nature. Ultimately, Locke asserts that people enter into a binding social contract so that the government can preserve the people’s natural rights. Locke comes to this conclusion by inferring that humans are naturally wild and out of control: if humans were to govern themselves, then the end result would be chaos and destruction. In addition, Locke believes that the state of nature is too dangerous, and therefore a systematic government, determined by the people, is essential for society.

Locke describes humans as rash and untamed beings who are driven by their desire to preserve their liberty and property. According to Locke, humans are naturally independent and free to do as they please. As a result, “every one, as he is bound to preserve himself, and not to quit his station willfully, so by the like reason, when his own preservation comes not in completion, ought he, as much as he can preserve the rest of mankind” (Locke Sec.6). Humans are completely independent and must learn how to preserve themselves. Since humans have to preserve themselves, they will go to far lengths and do whatever it takes to reach this goal; this goal leads humans to invade other’s liberty and property. Naturally, humans have laws, but they do not always follow them, which demonstrates that they are similar to animals in that they are free and subject to their own whim. Locke declares that “for all being kings as much as he every man is equal and…the enjoyment of the property he has in this state is very unsafe, very unsecure” (Locke Sec.123). Here, Locke implies that humans act as “kings” as a result of being allowed to govern themselves. This ultimate freedom causes these uncontrolled people to invade each other and make the state unsafe because they have the same desires as “kings”: they have the desire for more land and for more power. In conclusion, humans are audacious beings who are motivated by their desire to preserve their rights, liberty, and their own lives.

Since rules are not enforced in the state of nature, Locke believes that humans are unstable and unsafe; furthermore, the state of nature is the reason for fear because of its lack of a higher authority, which causes people to break the law of nature. Some people suggest that the state of nature has no flaws. In addition, these people wonder, “If man, in the state of nature, be so free, as has been said; if he be
absolute lord of his own person and possessions, equal to the greatest and subject to nobody, why will he part with this freedom? Why will he give up this empire and subject himself to the dominion and control of any other power?” (Locke Sec. 123). In the state of nature, humans possess complete freedom and control; therefore, they are not subject to anyone else. Thus, people wonder why humans would relinquish this great opportunity and privilege just to then be put under a government. There are, however, negative outcomes in the state of nature. At some point the state of nature gets out of controlled and too dangerous for people to live in. According to Locke, “…the enjoyment of the property he has in this state is very unsafe, very unsecure. This makes him willing to quit a condition which, however free, is full of fears and continual danger: and it is not without reason that he seeks out, and is willing to join society with others…” (Locke Sec.123). The state of nature contains the ability to become “unsafe” and dangerous, and as a result man gets a desire to surrender the way he lives so he can join a society. Since man has the freedom of choice, they decide to not obey the laws of nature, which leads people to make bad decision and create violence. Hence, the state of nature is something that will eventually get out of control to the point where it will need to be destroyed. In return for its destruction man can come a join a “society” and work together to make a stable government and civilization. Locke, however, does not believe that there should be any type of government.

Locke suggest that the purpose of government is for the “mutual preservation” (Locke Sec. 123) of the citizens’ property by submitting human will to a systematic government with limits. According Locke, men do unite into a commonwealth just for peace like Hobbes believes. Locke states, “The great chief end therefore, of man uniting into a commonwealth, and putting themselves under government is the preservation of their property” (Locke Sec. 123). The main reason why men want to join a society is so that mankind can “preserve” their property. This will cause them to not take extreme measures like taking over other people’s land just so they can protect their lives and rights. However, Locke does not mean any type of government. Instead of a monarchy or absolutism, Locke believes in a systematic government that has a limited amount of power that can also be changed. Locke’s opinion is that if the government is not doing its job, the people can change it. Locke writes, “they forfeit the power the people had put in their hands for quite the contrary ends and it develops to the people, who have a right to resume their original liberty, and by the establishment of a new legislative (such as they think fit)” (Locke Sec.222). Thus, if the legislative abuses its power or does not preserve the people’s property, the government must give up their power, and give it to the people so they can change it. By having a good structure, specifically a structure that can be changed, society is able to run smoothly and the people’s goals and desires will be gained.

Thanks to the ingenious philosopher, John Locke, everyone was able to see why human nature and the state of nature was negative, and why a temporary systematic government was needed. This idea inspired the American colonies, which is now the United States, to go against the British and make their own government that is restrained by limits. This way there is a Locke on the amount of power government can have.